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thus we reach out around the world.
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Arabian horse owners and admirers
together from all around the world to
bring forth understanding of the history and attributes of the breed and
international cooperation in the name
of the Arabian horse.
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NOTE: For international calls to the
United States, dial USA country code 1
plus the telephone number listed
above .

Penny & “Obie”

Recently, I was in a conversation regarding this year’s
show season, breedings and expected foals. Like so
many of the horse people I know, I voiced my concerns
about selling some horses in a soft economy with the
number of horses that are for sale, being given away and
2012 foals that will be available. Regardless of their use:
pleasure, show , breeding stock – everyone seems to lament that it’s hard to sell horses. It’s a buyer’s market!

From there, we went into the various marketing tools
available, including the Internet. From there ~ more stories about the Internet: all the endless spam, phishing
scams and endless chain letters for hopes of health, world peace and recipes.
Shortly after, one of the persons involved sent me the following :
Dear Horse Owner,
Are you experiencing too many second and third place finishes behind
inferior horses at competitions? During a trail class or dressage test, does your horse
forget everything he was ever bred to be capable of? Does your park horse jog at the
show? Western horse leap forward at every sound?
Well, this simple chain letter is meant to bring relief and happiness
to you. Unlike most chain letters, it doesn't cost any money. Simply send a copy to seven
other horse owners who are dissatisfied with the way that their horse is behaving. Then,
bundle up your horse and ship him/her to the horse owner at the top of the list, and add
your name to the bottom of the list. Do not use a return address or the post office may
try to contact you. In one week you should receive 16,436 horses, and at least one
should be a keeper. Have faith!! Do not break the chain!! One owner broke the
chain and got her own horse back.
Just wanted to share the smile. We hope that your New Year finds you with just the right
number of horses (not 16,436! ~ although when I get my bills, it seems as though I have
that many!!), and many successes in whatever your endeavors.
Remember ~ we have changed our meetings and we hope you will join us soon!

Penny Wardlaw,
IAHC President

See Page 4
©, 2012 by Lorry Wagner
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Contact Information:
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Newsletter Editor
8222 Athel Street
Inyokern, CA 93527
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lorry@ridgenet.net

Georgine Ryter, Secretary

Arabian Horse Association, USA

Minutes of the December,
2011, meeting were approved and the December
Treasury Report was declared as accepted .
The following also appears on the AHA website.

Discussion continued encouraging more
of our members to attend meetings. See
page 3 for more information on the
changing of our meeting night to the 2nd
Monday of each month..
Our On-line Arabian Sport-Horse Show
(halter classes) has nothing to report at
this time, but will remain on our agenda.
This newsletter will keep our progress
current.
To see the January, 2012, and past minutes of Insallah AHC please visit
http://www.insallah.org
and click on the “IAHC File Room” button at the bottom of the page.

http://www.arabianhorses.org

In-Utero Breeding
Remember the only way to now participate
for Allocated Prize Money is to enter your
foal in-utero as a Breeding Entry. If your
mare was bred to a Sweepstakes Nominated Sire or your Nominated Dam was
bred to a non-Arabian stallion, the in-utero
foal is eligible to be enrolled as a Breeding
Entry (see complete rules for eligibility).
Classes now provide for potential earnings
at all stages of the resulting foal's life. The

deadline to enter at the $500 fee is
February 15. Please contact an AHA
representative for more information by
calling (303) 696-4500 and choosing
option #4

Lorry Wagner , Manager
Our January, 2012 eBay auction featured
the book, “The Formative Years.” This
auction came to successful conclusion. .

Lorry Wagner, Contact
See front page, bottom
left column for Club
meeting dates. See last
page of this Newsletter
for upcoming shows,
racing and events.
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IAHC Members, please remember to submit your news
of competition wins, new
foals, fun trail rides, etc. and
share with all our members
and friends! around the
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The front page on our website has the
current information on our eBay Auctions
including a direct link when the auction is
running, which we try to hold almost
every month.
http://www.insallah.org
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IAHC Members may list
any Arabian horse events they are holding
here in this space and in our “Calendar of
Events.”
Send information to Lorry Wagner, contact
information available left column of this
page bottom of the Index .

Announcement!
During our November 11 meeting we discussed the problems that some of our members have in coordinating their schedules to the time of our meetings. Some do not get home from work in time on the
West Coast of the USA and those residing on the East Coast find the meetings start quite late and end
very late. On the International front, some of our members are 17 hours ahead of our start time and others are 9 hours behind our start time.
In order to try to find a solution that would allow everyone to participate, we are going to try something
a bit different.
First, we are going to try changing our meeting night to the second MONDAY of each month, since our
Friday schedule is becoming difficult for many of our members to meet. We will change to the second
Monday night of each month, starting with next month; i.e., December 2011.
Second, we will send out our agenda at least a week ahead of our meeting and request that any member
wishing to address any issue on the agenda to please reply with any input (contact information will appear on the Agenda). That input will then be transferred to the final Agenda for meeting night so all can
see input from those who cannot attend and discuss the issue. In addition, any member may request an
addition to the agenda along with any pertinent information/discussion for same.
We think this will allow all our members, including our International members, to have the opportunity
to participate.
Please let us know if you have any further thoughts on how this new concept will work for you or if you
have any ideas to further refine this procedure for better participation.
Contact Information:
Lorry Wagner
lorry@ridgenet.net
insallahahc@hotmail.com
01-760-377-5579
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By Lorry Wagner, Chair
The Resolve Team
January, 2012
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available
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Minnesota

Julia Byfield
Benson,
Arizona

Crete Harvey
Missoula,
Montana

Penny Wardlaw
Goleta,
California

Caryn Rogosky
Orefield,
Pennsylvania

Cheryl Clegg
Romsey,
Victoria,
Australia
Our Pedigree
Expert!
Carol Lyons
Oregon
Our
Consultant &
Arabian Horse
Breed Historian!

The Resolve Team was formed at the time that the Arabian Horse Registry of America (AHRA) and the World Arabian Horse
Organization (WAHO) were having some issues which were negatively affecting the best interests and welfare of our Arabian
horse breed, not only here in the United States but also other member-countries of WAHO throughout the world who wanted to do
any import/export with the United States. This was during the years of 1996 through 2006. This Team was quietly created by
individuals who were extremely concerned for our breed. The members came together working silently in the background for the
common purpose of helping to come up with a solution to the problem.
It has now come to the attention of this group that the origin, purpose and mission of this team have been totally misrepresented by
some and as a result the work of this Team has been misunderstood and completely spun out of reality. We, the team members,
feel it is very important to set the record straight as to the creation and history of The Resolve Team with full accuracy. The following is that recordation for those that have been misled and also for those who were unaware of the work quietly going on during the frustrating years of the disagreements between WAHO and AHRA.
BACKGROUND LEADING TO THE CREATION OF THE RESOLVE TEAM
The Resolve Team was the brain child of Mary Anne Grimmell, myself and our close friend, Penny Wardlaw. The reason behind
the creation this group in early 1998 was the rapidly expanding erosion of the best interests of our beloved Arabian horse breed
world-wide that erupted starting in 1996 when a member country of WAHO came to the WAHO Executive Committee at the November Abu Dhabi WAHO Conference that year and filed a complaint against AHRA charging that AHRA was defying WAHOaccepted policies by refusing to accept registered Purebred Arabian horses in their country into the AHRA Registry when someone wanted to export one of their horses to the USA. The International Arabian Horse Association (IAHA) then also became involved. Both Mary Anne and I strongly urged IAHA to stay out of this dispute, since IAHA registered only Half/Anglo Arabians
and had nothing to do with the registration of Purebred Arabians. We were outvoted by the Board of Directors of IAHA.
To bring this discussion into today’s reality of our organizations, AHRA was dissolved and re-emerged as the Purebred Arabian
Trust (PAT), in part by an agreement with the International Arabian Horse Association (IAHA) which also dissolved and reemerged as the Arabian Horse Association (AHA) in early 2003. Details of this very confusing action are certainly available, but
too long and complicated to go into here…another subject for another time.
First, let me clarify as simply as possible, the purposes of these organizations that were involved. All these acronyms do become
confusing to anyone who was not involved during this time. WAHO is the world organization that coordinates the traveling of
Purebred Arabian horses between countries making sure the horse that leaves the country of origin is the same horse that arrives at
the destination country and does so within the rules of the registries and the laws of the countries at both ends. This can be an Arabian horse that is sold from one country to another or one traveling for competition purposes which is a temporary change of location, etc.
AHRA was the Registry for the Purebred Arabian horse in the United States (organized under the name Arabian Horse Club of
America back in 1908 based in Chicago, Illinois, and renamed AHRA sometime before the mid 1950’s) and was
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solely responsible for registering this breed and keeping those records in the USA. IAHA was the Half-Anglo Arabian Horse Registry for the United States plus being the promotion arm of the breed and had nothing to do with the registration or import/export
for any reason of Purebred Arabians.
These organizations, with the exception of WAHO, no longer exist as explained above. When I first heard about this problem between WAHO and AHRA back in early 1997, I was very confused because it simply did not make any sense to me. My own perspective was based upon the understanding so many of us here in the USA had at that time about the origin of our breed. This
understanding of our breed’s ancestry had been accepted by the greater majority (if not all) of us since the Arabian horse came to
this country somewhere in the time frame of 1600’s or 1700’s. We were under the impression that “all” registered Purebred Arabian horses descended in “all pedigree lines” from Arabian horses bred by the Bedouins in the Middle East down through centuries
of purity of ancestry, thus the Arabian was the only equine breed of today that was pure in bloodlines to its origin which is
claimed to be perhaps as long as 5000 years ago. We have long called these lines as “tracing back to the desert.” It is a true and
well-known fact that all of today’s “light-horse breeds” (or riding horse breeds) go back to Arabian stallions being bred to “the
native mares” in many countries for centuries to “improve” the descendents, especially for cavalry horses for war plus many of
which ultimately became breeds in their own right. Arabian stallions were used since it was almost impossible to obtain Arabian
mares from the Bedouins, unless they were captured in war. For example, the Moors invaded Spain centuries ago from the backs
of Arabian horses. The heavier European war horses could not compete with the maneuverability of the Arabians. That brought
attention to these “mighty little horses!” The occupation of that area brought forth the origins of today’s Andalusian breed.
Upon hearing about this new problem between AHRA and WAHO, I called the President of WAHO who happened to be my
friend and someone with whom I had worked years prior on other problems within our USA Arabian organizations and had served
on the Board of Directors of one of these organization with him. I asked him “what is this all about…it makes no sense to me that
AHRA would reject the registration of any Purebred Arabian horse registered in another country, as claimed by the WAHO member who brought the charges.” It was during his very indepth answer to my question that so much I had never known was revealed
about the true history of the Arabian horse breed’s path to other countries around the world down through the centuries. This history had been around for a long time, but it came under the spotlight when WAHO was organized and started creating policy and
rules which had to be acceptable and compatible with registry member countries..
My friend had been deeply involved from the very first organizing meeting to discuss the creation of WAHO in 1969. He became President of WAHO and remained in that position for the next 33 years due to the demand of the membership right up
through the problems with AHRA until he stepped down in 2002 due to health problems. Thus, he had been heavily involved
when WAHO had done an extensive pedigree research right after WAHO was organized and started to clarify their mission into
words in order to proceed with adding the membership of other countries around the world to the 7 original countries who met to
create WAHO. It was discovered that the first order of business before proceeding with WAHO’s mission was to create a mutually-acceptable definition of a Purebred Arabian horse which WAHO must have in place as a basis for approval of the registered
horses within each country’s registry. The challenge became very clear when it became apparent that each country had a different
definition of how to determine whether or not a Purebred Arabian horse would fit that country’s rules and criteria to be eligible for
registration. This difference had created a lot of problems for many years...actually centuries...for the transferring of Arabian
horses between countries. Thus, all member countries had to accept a common definition in order to work with each other under
the WAHO umbrella.
In the pursuit of coming up with a common definition that would be acceptable to all member countries, WAHO proceeded to
research in deep depth the pedigrees of many bloodlines around the world and found so many infusions of other breeds down
through the centuries in the countries to which Arabians had been either exported or captured via war of both verbal and then written records, that they compromised with “The WAHO Definition of a Purebred Arabian Horse is any Arabian horse that is registered in the Stud Book of any WAHO-member Registry.” When this definition was approved and accepted by all members,
WAHO then “grandfathered in” all registered horses from the first seven Registries who came together to create WAHO, which
were the seven largest or oldest Arabian Registries in the world. From that point on, all stud books of registries applying for
WAHO membership were researched and those horses that could not be proven to be Purebreds by 1) tracing in all lines to any
Arabian registered in one of those seven original Registries or 2) trace in all lines at least to ancestors considered Purebreds for
many generations with documentation to back this up were rejected and those Registries had to purge their Stud Book before
WAHO would accept same. Today’s research has concluded that genetic influence from a single breeding dissipates over a period
of 8 generations down the line if not re-infused.
However, AHRA apparently did not officially accept this definition for some reason, letting it be know they were the largest registry in the world. Since it was imperative for all to agree to this necessary common definition to accomplish world-wide cooperation between registries, AHRA’s refusal to do so is what eventually caused all the hullabaloo!
If WAHO had taken the puritan position of only those Arabian horses going back in all pedigree lines directly to the Bedouin
breeding in the Middle Eastern Deserts, thousands of today’s Arabians would have been demoted to being considered “not Purebred Arabian Horses.” This was the conflict…the WAHO definition was accepted around the world but AHRA refused to accept
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that definition, insisting their sovereignty guaranteed they could pick and choose, they would guard purity and would only register proven, to their standards, purebred Arabian horses. This statement of purity indicating all horses in this registry traced in all
lines to the Middle Eastern Bedouin breeding was on the AHRA brochures, other documentation for at least 50 years and the
AHRA website when same was established up until this situation erupted thus it is easy to understand the beliefs of most of our
USA owners. It was then proven that AHRA had, indeed, registered Arabians that fell into the category of un-provable purity in
all lines to the desert or those that simply could not be proven to trace in all lines to the desert. AHRA had also, by virtue of an
existing agreement with at least one foreign Registry, accepted a bloodline that traced to the very bloodlines with which they
were being called on the carpet for rejecting by WAHO. The rest of the world put up with that position for at least 26 years until
one country stepped forward at that 1996 Conference and filed their complaint and then the purity statement on the AHRA website disappeared. I still have printed literature from many previous years which contain that original claim.
After this very lengthy explanation of what was really going on I called Mary Anne and Penny Wardlaw, both of whom had also
expressed confusion, and I explained all this to them. All three of us had been involved in breeding and showing Arabian horses
for nearly 40 years by this time and were completely unaware of what the WAHO research had uncovered. We were not the only
ones in the dark…thousands of others were in the same boat, and many of those still are not aware of this history, thus have trouble reaching any conclusion based upon real facts. WAHO had not advertised their research findings, taking the position that
doing so would just create an unnecessary firestorm within the breed, which it would have done at the time. The disputes, accusations of “your horse is not pure, thus we will not allow it to be imported and registered by us” and unrest between registries
around the world were the reasons that the concept of WAHO came about in the first place. However, in retrospect considering
the ultimate problem that was created by this lack of information within the many owners of Arabians 26 years later, perhaps had
that information been shared when it was uncovered a lot of grief might have been avoided. This is a simple overview of the
situation to give you, the reader, back-ground information from where the basis for organizing our Resolve Team came. “The
rest of this area of the story” would create a book in itself and I will save that for another time.
As one can imagine, we who love our Arabian horses are extremely passionate in the area of guarding the Arabian horse breed’s
unique creation and legacy and are so very dedicated in our shared and very deep appreciation and respect of the Middle Eastern
Bedouins who, along with Mother Nature’s imposing the extreme harshness prevalent over this area, are responsible for creating
and preserving the fantastic beauty and attributes of this foundation breed and did so for centuries. Mary Anne and I were two of
many who felt deep and tremendous responsibility toward preserving the Arabian breed as it was handed down to us. Thus, when
this problem between WAHO and AHRA evolved it started creating a split in supporters of the AHRA point of view and the
WAHO general obligation to hold true to their Constitution, rules and responsibility to all the Registries, breeders and owners of
Arabians in countries around the world. Mary Anne, Penny and I had very many discussions about this and agreed that AHRA
was wrong to pursue a non-negotiable position of “it’s our way or the highway.”
The President of AHRA agreed at that November,1996, WAHO Conference to meet with the President of WAHO after the first
of the upcoming 1997 year so that discussion could be held and a solution reached as soon as possible. Once that charge had
been filed against AHRA by a fellow WAHO member, AHRA had to be (via WAHO rules) put on suspension, pending resolution. AHRA then had one year to resolve the problem or their membership in WAHO would be revoked. AHRA never contacted
WAHO and could not be reached by the WAHO President to schedule this meeting. WAHO rescheduled an AHRA/WAHO
meeting in June, 1997, at the WAHO office in London, England, notified AHRA, but AHRA didn’t come with last-minute reasons. So finally WAHO scheduled a two-day meeting for early November, 1997, this time to be held in the Los Angeles, California, area for the convenience of AHRA Executive Committee members in travel distance and time. Keep in mind that the
WAHO Executive Committee members were located all around the world and it took up to 36 hours for a couple of them to get to
this meeting. Only the President of WAHO lived in the United States. The other eight WAHO executive committee members
who attended lived in other countries.
The President of WAHO called and asked me if I would attend this Los Angeles meeting as a guest to witness the meeting. The
WAHO purpose for this meeting was to use these two days to sit down at the table with AHRA and negotiate a solution to this
difference which was causing the problem. I agreed to do so. Mary Anne was by this time President of IAHA. Mary Anne
called me and said that IAHA had also been invited to send a representative to this meeting and she asked me if I would take that
assignment. I told her of my prior invitation and she said “there is no one else within IAHA who is as educated and knowledgeable about this problem as you, so please go as a representative for both.” I agreed to do so. In the mean time I found that Penny
had also been asked to attend as a guest and witness. Penny had worked a few years before for the President of WAHO on his
Arabian horse breeding farm and was still a very trusted good friend of WAHO’s President. In addition, Melisa Paul, Head Librarian at the Kellogg Campus, Pomona, California, had also been invited to attend as a guest to witness this meeting.
This meeting turned out to basically be useless in that AHRA sent their President, one Director and their Registrar and, once
again, refused to budge from their position of making their own decisions on what horses from other registries around the world
would and would not be accepted by them. AHRA stayed at this meeting approximately one hour stating they refused to budge
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from their position of making their own decisions on what horses from other registries around the world would and would not be
accepted by them. WAHO EC members implored AHRA to please sit down at the table, spend up to the next two days if necessary and try to resolve the problem. That didn’t happen and AHRA left after they answered a few questions asked by WAHO EC
members. Penny and I were stunned, as was Mary Anne when I informed her of the results of the meeting. Two weeks later I
flew to Reno, Nevada, to that year’s IAHA Convention and made a report on this meeting to the IAHA Executive Committee at
Mary Anne’s request.
From 1996 up until the Resolve Team was put together in early 1998 the split became wider and wider and the arguments became
wilder and wilder with that final meeting in Los Angeles being the end of the road…all to the detriment of this wonderful breed of
horse. As a result of WAHO’s Constitution and rules requiring a 1-year suspension of members who refused to follow WAHO
rules and policies before mandatory revocation of membership if no solution to the overriding problem was found (no import or
export could be executed from or to WAHO member countries from or to the USA), WAHO had no choice but to revoke the
AHRA membership as the recognized USA Arabian Horse Registry and another Registry was created to fill the void as of January
1, 1998. Keep in mind that WAHO rules also require that only one Arabian registry per country is recognized and WAHOmember registries must only import/export from and to another WAHO-member registry. Fortunately, two groups (one of longtime existence and one had recently been formed) who saw the possibility of AHRA’s loss of membership realized the havoc this
would cause in the International area of our breed when AHRA had to be expelled for non-compliance. Each of these groups had
prepared to move forward if an AHRA/WAHO resolution could not be reached before the end of the year. Both immediately submitted their proposals for creating a new Arabian Horse Registry asking for WAHO to approve same. WAHO selected the one
they felt could best do the job and the Purebred Arabian Horse Registry was created (PAHR) and continued to function for the
next 10 years.
THE CREATION OF THE RESOLVE TEAM
After this Los Angeles meeting we, as a totally independent group affiliated with no other entity, formed the Resolve Team with
the belief that we could find and propose a workable solution or at least a concept to both AHRA and WAHO…and we did. It was
not accepted by AHRA, but that will be explained later.
Early in 1998, not long after this Los Angeles meeting, I was participating on one of the many Internet Forums where this situation
was being discussed. One of the ladies participating posted “Perhaps the best solution would be to simply accept the descendents
of this 30-Maria Arabian horse from South America as having an outside-of-the-Arabian-breed ancestor by some kind of acknowledgement on the registration papers of those horses which descend from her…let breeders then decide if they wish to use these
bloodlines.” I thought about that and my conclusion was “this is a negative way to identify one Arabian mare’s descendents eight
or more generations down the line and there are many more in the same category.” I gave much thought to this discussion, called
Mary Anne and we came to the conclusion that there had to be a way to resolve this problem on a “positive” basis. That’s how the
Resolve Team was organized. We contacted Julia Bayfield of Benson, AZ; Cheryl Clegg of Romsey, Victoria, Australia; Crete
Harvey of Stanwood, Washington; Penny Wardlaw, Santa Barbara, CA.; Caryn Rogosky, Orefield, Pennsylvania. and Carol Lyons of Oregon. Carol was unable to attend our meetings, but I kept in touch via email and telephone and she made very valuable
contributions. We all agreed to become a group and work on resolution of this problem.
We communicated by email and telephone and put together a few general ideas. Our first meeting was held in the Los Angeles
area in 1998 and further refinement evolved. Our second meeting was held in Minneapolis, Minnesota, where we honed in on a
focus of refining the approach of suggesting to AHRA that they should identify all Arabian horses registered by them that were
proven positively to trace in all pedigree lines straight back to the Middle Eastern Bedouin breeding. This was our flip-side, positive answer to the negative side from marking so-called impure breeding lines to the other extreme of just rejecting any Arabian
deemed impure by AHRA. By designating those Arabians that went back in all lines of their pedigrees to the desert, this concept
would bring to light information that would have been of tremendous value to many breeders of Arabian horses and have done so
in a very, very positive manner so that no AHRA-registered Arabian horses would have any kind of a negative flag.
While we were digesting all this information trying to finalize our proposal, it came to our attention that while AHRA was publically “staying firm” in their position of rejecting those 30-Maria descendents from South America, on September 28, 2001,
AHRA signed an agreement with certain registries and breeders in South American wherein AHRA would, indeed, accept these
horses. This agreement also contained restrictive contingencies such as prohibiting the foreign parties from working with the
WAHO-approved US registry. The negotiations, acceptance and signing of this agreement were done “behind closed doors,” but
as is the inevitability with all things “confidential or secret,” copies of this agreement were in the hands of several of us in the USA
within 3 days of the signing. This surprise brought forth much more discussion by our Resolve Team members. In addition, as
word spread many other USA breeders were extremely upset over this change in position by AHRA. AHRA then backed off,
broke the agreement by proceeding to refuse those horses again, which led to a law suit against the US Registry by South America
which the new AHA had to pay for, since AHRA by the time of the lawsuit no longer existed and AHA was the new USA Registry
under the Merger Agreement between IAHA and AHRA...again, another story for another time.
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We had our final meeting at the November, 1999, IAHA Convention in Anaheim, California, and by that time had a rough-draft
Proposal to finalize. Mary Anne and I also began discussing how we might present our proposal to the AHRA Directors; i.e.,
should we hand carry it to Denver and make a verbal introduction of the proposal, answer any questions in a face-to-face exchange, etc., etc. We decided that, yes, we should hand-carry our proposal and have that face-to-face discussion. In reaching
that conclusion we also remembered the fact that one of the people with whom both Mary Anne and I had served when she and I
both sat on the IAHA Board of Directors from 1988 through 1992 was a very experienced professional negotiator. I called him,
told him what we were trying to do and asked if he would consider going with us and help us speak to our proposal. He first,
asked if I would send him a copy of the proposal, which I did, and then we set up a meeting between this gentleman, Mary Anne
and myself to be held during the week of the February, 2000, Scottsdale, Arizona, All-Arabian horse show. At this time I contacted the President of WAHO (who spent his winters in Scottsdale) to apprise him of what our Resolve Team was trying to do.
I called him to make an arrangement to stop by his house the day before our above meeting and talk to him about the concept we
were going to propose to AHRA and how we were going to approach AHRA with our proposal. He had been President of
IAHA back in 1969 and 1970 and brought IAHA into WAHO. During this telecon, I mentioned that Mary Anne and I were
going to meet with an independent expert negotiator in Scottsdale to make plans. The President of WAHO indicated he would
be happy to have a pre-meeting conference with me and if Mary Anne and I wished he would also be happy to attend this meeting in Scottsdale if we thought it might be productive. Unfortunately, when I called to confirm our meeting the day before leaving for Scottsdale his wife answered the phone and told me he would not be available since they had a commitment for the day I
had arranged to meet with him. So, I had, of course, already arranged to fly into Scottsdale a day early for this preliminary
meeting and it was too late change my flight and hotel reservations. I had a very peaceful and quiet day in Scottsdale, just resting. Mary Anne arrived later that evening.
Mary Anne and I did hold our meeting with our negotiator friend over lunch the next day at a lovely, out-of-the-way restaurant
which held another surprise. From the time of arranging this meeting and the day it took place, our negotiator had been recruited to the AHRA Board of Directors and felt he could not speak on our behalf at any meeting between the Resolve Team and
AHRA. We had a very pleasant lunch, discovered that this gentleman had been told much that simply was from very misleading
to not true which, by this time, had skewed his position. Mary Anne and I told him where he had been misled and apprised him
of the truth of these matters, including the fact that the WAHO President had told me during a telecon between us that he would
resign as WAHO President if we thought it would help reach resolution. We never knew if correcting his information had done
any good.
After our final Anaheim, California, meeting in November,1999, I put the finished copy of our Proposal together, sent it to all
our Team Members for their proofing and comments and then prepared for that Scottsdale meeting. As a result of the Scottsdale meeting we finally decided that we should just author a cover letter and send our proposal to AHRA Directors at their home
addresses. At least that way, each one would be able to read, evaluate and consider our proposal individually before they put
their heads together at some meeting or conference call to discuss same and perhaps influence each other with preconceived
positions or reaction to our Proposal. That is what we did. We never received an acknowledgement of receipt, a thank you for
your efforts or thank you but no thanks from any AHRA Officer or Director. It was our conclusion that this proved to us that
AHRA had no intention of ever trying to resolve this mess with WAHO and the rest of the world.
This proposal was put up on the IAHA Region 2 website at the request of the then Region 2 Director. I was in charge of that
website and posted this proposal on same. I also posted it on my own personal ranch website, so it was available world-wide in
two places. I had incorporated “hit counters” which counted visits to the site and was shocked at the huge number of people
who came to see this Proposal. We also received many emails of strong support for our proposed solution. Mary Anne and
other members of the resolve team continued to promote our Proposal as a realistic solution to the problem which would let
AHRA come out of the corner into which they had backed with grace.
Our Resolve Team was not successful in convincing AHRA to move off their position no matter what proof was provided that
their basis was non-existent, but our proposal was read and approved as workable by many people not only in the USA, but also
others around the world. We had also obtained a commitment from a computer programmer to assist AHRA at no charge. All
of us on the Resolve Team feel that we were very successful in finding a good and practical solution that really would have been
a solution to the WAHO/AHRA problem, but also serve as very important information for breeders of Arabian horses, some of
whom wish to dedicate their programs to “Preservation Breeding,” meaning that they wish to preserve the original desert-bred
gene pool so that it is never lost and always available to any breeder wishing to infuse pure desert breeding back into their own
lines periodically to refresh those original attributes. What a productive win/win solution this would have been!
As it turned out, as time went on, the concept of our proposal was, indeed, adopted by our Registry. I was told that our proposal
had nothing to do this this new Registry policy instituted several years after our submittal, but … well … we on this Team are
very glad that our positive concept was adopted, albeit not for the original problem-solving reason we put forth.
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We welcome your comments on anything
appearing in this newsletter or anything
pertaining to our Arabian horses. Send to
Lorry Wagner, Editor, address on page 2,
bottom of index column.

Let us know how
you like this
electronic
Newsletter!

Picture taken out of bus window on the road to
see Arabian horses bred in the Bedouin tradition in Bahrain, WAHO 1998
Conference

Reports on the:
1988, (Bahrain)
2000 (Australia)
2002 (Istanbul, Turkey)
2004 (Warsaw, Poland)
2007 (Damascus, Syria)
2009 (Muscat, Oman)
WAHO Conferences and are available
on the Insallah AHC website. The
1998, 2002 & 2004 reports were written
by Lorry Wagner who attended as a
Delegate from the USA and attendee for
2000. The 2007 report is by MarieLouise van Wyke of Johrhemar Arabians, South Africa and the 2009 report is
by Liz Salmon of the USA.

HORSE TRAINING BEGINNING
TO ADVANCED
* Starting young horses in the ancient manner!
* Advancing Adult horses or green
broke into various disciplines!
* Correcting crookedness, and
re-establishing balance!
CONTACT: LOS ACRES,
terrycpolk@gmail.com
www.losacres.com
Terry Polk and *Joao SerraCoelho
at 209-986-7275
NOW AVAILABLE ON DVD!

http://www.insallah.org/WAHO.html

Attention IAHC
Members! Send Your
News & Share!
Please contact Lorry (contact information, page 2 in the “Index” block,
top left-hand column) for any comments or news from members of
your horses, activities, new foals
etc. that you would like to share. In
addition, we welcome news and
reports on events around the world.
All information must be Arabian
horse related. Insallah does reserve
the right to select (upon your approval) appropriate input you have
submitted and limit same due to
space limitations.
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These reports are .pdf files, with color
photos and downloadable.
Adobe
Reader program is needed. The link to
download the Adobe Reader program is
on the above web site page.

Our host site is
A W h i t e h or s e . c om
owned by Insallah
Member
Sta ce y
Mayer. Stacey donates the hosting of
our web pages.
Arabian Head on
Stacey is also a
Bas-Relief Box
fabulous artist, specializing in equine art. The above is an
example of Stacey’s wonderful work!
For more information about this wonderful equine artist, visit her web page:
http://stacey-mayer.fineartamerica.com/
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This DVD covers the basics of selecting, fitting to the horse, wrapping the
mecate`, handling the horse in the
hackamore from the ground and care
and cleaning of the hackamore bringing over 200 years of Early California horsemanship to modern hackamore riders and trainers.
For ordering information to to:
http://www.sdarabians.com/
lorryvideo.html
This service is free of charge for IAHC Members and is available at a cost of $0.15 per
word to others. Ad material must be Arabianhorse related. IAHC reserves the right to
reject any submission for reasons of being too
long and/or inappropriate.

Contact: lorry@ridgenet.net
NOTE: Information submission for this
page must be appropriate for the subject of
the Arabian Horse and must be approved by
this Newsletter’s Editor.

Calendar

of

Events

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
2011 INTERNATIONAL SHOWS: For the ECAHO 2011 list of shows and results, go to the following web site: http://
www.ecaho.org/ The 2012 Show Calendar has not yet been added to this web page.
WAHO CONFERENCES: 2011 WAHO Conference: This Conference was held in Doha, Qatar, November 1
through 7, 2011. For more information and updates, http://www.waho.org/WAHO-2011-Conference.html

U.S.A EVENTS

All U.S.A. shows are conducted under USEF Rules which can be found at http://www.USEF.org
ARABIAN HORSE ASSOCIATION (AHA): http://www.arabianhorses.org
March 9-10, 2012, AHA Board Meeting, Aurora, Colorado
May 18-19, 2012, Aurora, Colorado
August 10-11, 2012, Aurora, Colorado
November 14, 2012, Denver, Colorado
REGION 2, AHA EVENTS, REGION 2 CLUBS, AND MEETINGS:
INSALLAH ARABIAN HORSE CLUB MEETINGS: http://www.insallah.org
See front page, lower left column for upcoming dates.
Change of Meeting Nights...2nd Monday of every month in our Internet Meeting Room...go to IAHC website for link to
this meeting room.
COMPETITIVE TRAIL RIDES:
ENDURANCE RIDES:
OTHER EVENTS AND MEETINGS:
January 27, 28, 29, 2012, Sierra Empire AHA Show, Pomona, California, USA, Contact: Janie F. Fix, 520-508-4063
Event Website: http://www.sierraempireaha.org
March 30 through April 1, 2012 Golden Gate Arabian Show. Santa Rosa, California, USA, Contact: Nancy Goertzen,
559-625-2631. Event Website: http://www.goldengatearabians.com
May 4-6, 2012, Red Bluff Arabian Horse Show, Red Bluff, California, USA, Contact: Sharon Richards, 916-645-2288
ARABIAN RACING at Los Alamitos:
For specific dates go to the ARAC website at www.arac.org or contact the ARAC office, 714-820-2817
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IAHC encourages our members and friends to send us information for events taking place around
the world.
Email Information to: Lorry Wagner
(more contact information, page 2, left column)

Stacey Mayer

THE ARABIAN HORSE—A PROUD PAST
Centuries ago, when the desert wind and sun were harsher than can be imagined and life was almost impossible, the nomadic Bedouins of ancient Arabia turned to their horses for survival. Because of this, the horse was a highly valued member of the family. Upon
reaching water, the horse drank first and when night fell the horse rested in on the choicest location inside the family tent.
When breeding their horses, the Bedouins paid close attention to the heart and endurance of their mounts. They wanted a horse with
the ability to cover miles in the hot desert, the physical characteristic to make travel in the sands as easy as possible and the heart to
do whatever it took to answer his master’s demands. This remarkable horse is known today as the Arabian!
As the swift, sure-footed Arabians became know throughout the world, many countries selected the Arabian as foundation stock for
their own breeds. England’s Thoroughbred was one such breed. The three foundation sires for the Thoroughbred were all pureblooded Arabian horses known for their speed. Other breeds that trace back to pure Arabian stock include France’s Percheron,
America’s Morgan and Russia’s Orloff Trotter.
The horse breeders of these countries selected the Arabian for his outstanding characteristics as well as his beauty. His finely chiseled head has width between the eyes, allowing for larger brain capacity. A deep chest allows more room for a large heart and lungs.
His conformation, stamina and agility, paired with his sharp intelligence, make the Arabian the perfect horse for a wide variety of
uses.
Today’s Arabians and their proud owners can be found participating in practically every imaginable horse activity. From the dressage arena to working cattle on the open range, the Arabian performs with the same strength and grace for which he was bred so
many years ago. In the United States, as well as in numerous other countries, Arabians are found on the race track, in competitive
trail and endurance rides, in the show ring, carriage driving, cutting cattle...whatever you can think of for a horse to do, you will find
an Arabian horse doing it. And the Arabian’s great physical ability and beauty make him stand out in any crowd!
The Arabian horse’s classic beauty and intelligent nature are the perfect combination for both the beginning horse owner and the
experienced professional In addition, his character allows the Arabian to be more than a horse—he is a friend!
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